A selective list of books you may find useful in your research

General Resources for Eastern Europe
911 H92co A Concise Historical Atlas of Eastern Europe
929 T673 Tracing your Eastern European Ancestors
929 W436ea East European Archival Research from your Home: A Bibliographic Guide
929 H251wh Where to Find Your Arab-American or Jewish Genealogy Records
929 H251se Search for Your Middle Eastern & European Genealogy in the Former Ottoman Empire’s Records
929 H86f Finding Your Ancestral Village in the Former Austro-Hungarian Empire, 2nd ed.

Balkans (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, and Slovenia)
929 H251tr Tracing your Baltic, Scandinavian, Eastern European, & Middle Eastern Ancestry Online
929.4 T12db Dictionary of Bulgarian Jewish Surnames
929.14972 K85c Croatian Migration to and From the United States, 1900-1914
929.19 Et26ca Croatia and Croatians on the East Coast of Canada and America, 1492-1700
929.19 Et26g Guide to Croatian Genealogy
949.72 St18h Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Croatia
929.19 W499ro Romanians in the United States and Canada: A Guide to Ancestry and Heritage Research
949.8 T72h Historical Dictionary of Romania
949.73 K86g Gorenjske Družine v.18 Stoletju (Census Records, 1754) (Slovenia)
949.73 K86L Ljublanske Družine v. 18 Stoletju (Census Records, 1754) (Slovenia)
949.73 K86n Notranjske Družine v. 18 Stoletju (Census Records, 1754) (Slovenia)
943.67 L311r Researching your Slovenian Ancestors
949.73 P74h Historical Dictionary of Slovenia

Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
929 D24r Resources for Lithuanian Genealogy Research
947 Eu74 Euro-Travel Atlas Russia, Baltic States, CIS [atlas, various scales]
947.4 B38g A Guide to Jewish Genealogy in Latvia and Estonia
947.41 M29e Estonian Experience and Roots.
947.5 B311 Researching Lithuanian Ancestral Towns
947.5 Sh31a Address List of Roman Catholic Churches in Lithuania: A Guide for the Family History Researcher

Czech/Slovak
929 AL99f Family Tree Polish, Czech, & Slovak Genealogy Guide.
929 Sch3h Handbook of Czechoslovak Genealogical Research.
929.19 AL99f Finding Your Slovak Ancestors.
929.4 C99 Czechoslovak Surname Index. Multiple vols.
### Hungary
- Handy Guide to Hungarian Genealogical Records
- Contents & Addresses of Hungarian Archives
- Atlas of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 1892
- Genealogical Gazetteer of the Kingdom of Hungary

### Poland
- Family Tree Polish, Czech, & Slovak Genealogy Guide
- Essentials in Polish Genealogical Research
- First Names of the Polish Commonwealth
- The Latin Church in the Polish Commonwealth in 1772: A Map and Index of Localities
- Churches of the Archdioceses of Gniezno and Poznan in 1888: Listed by Deaneries and Including the Names of Clergy
- Directory of Polish Roman Catholic Parishes in the Territory of the Former Austrian Partition--Galicia
- Protestant Parish Register Transcripts of Births, Marriages & Deaths for Nowa Wies (Gostynin), Warszawa, Poland 1843-1888

### Russia
- In Their Words: Translation Guide to Polish, German, Latin & Russian Documents. 3 vols.
- A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the Russian Empire
- Dictionary of Russian Personal Names: With a Revised Guide to Stress and Morphology
- Russian Surnames
- Atlas of Russia and the Independent Republics
- Euro-Travel Atlas Russia, Baltic States, CIS [Atlas, various scales]
- Parish Index to the Church Books of the Evangelical-Lutheran Consistory at St. Petersburg, 1833-1885

### Ukraine
- Finding your Ukrainian Ancestors
- A History of Ukraine: The Land and its Peoples
- Ukrainian Genealogy: A Beginner’s Guide
- Galicia: a Historical Survey and Bibliographic Guide
- Some Archival Sources for Ukrainian-Jewish Genealogy
- Jewish Roots in Ukraine and Moldova: Pages from the Past and Archival Inventories
- Finding your Jewish Roots in Galicia: A Resource Guide
- A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from Galicia
- Carpathian Rus’: A Historical Atlas
- Genealogical Gazetteer of Galicia
- Ukraine, A Historical Atlas

### Periodicals:
- Rodziny: The Journal of the Polish Genealogical Society of America